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In the measurement of plasma density distribution, the 
holographic interferometry using visible light is useful 
technique for relatively high density plasma. But the 
case of plasma around the diverter, which has relatively 
low density, we must apply IR or FIR radiation, to avoid 
the cut-off and to increase sensitivities of phase shift. 
The holographic interferometry requires two-dimensional 
detector of which spatial resolution is about a tenth order 
of wavelength. A dry plate (film) satisfies this require-
ment for the visible region. However, for FIR region 
any devices satisfied the requirement is not found. To 
achieve FIR holographic interferometry we have studied 
FIR-visible dual holography technique using phase de-
tectors that has thermal lens effect and the dry plate 
that is sensitive in the visible region. 
When the nitroanisole absorbs the FIR radiation, the 
temperature distribution is constructed according to the 
FIR intensity. The nitroanisole acts a phase shifter since 
it has the large thermal lens effect that is the refractive 
index in the invisible region depends on the temperature. 
The system setup of the dual holographic interferometry 
is shown in Fig.1. This system has two interferometry 
systems. One is the system in the FIR region that has a 
CO2 laser as a FIR source, flame of candle imitating the 
plasma as a FIR object, and the nitroanisole as a FIR 
to visible converter. The other is in the visible region 
that has a He-N e laser as a source, the nitroanisole as 
an object (converter) , and the holographic dry plate. In 
double exposure method or real-time method, the fringe 
distribution of the reconstruction image is given by [1 + 
cos b(l + cos 6.¢)] where 6.¢ is phase shift of the FIR 
object change, and b is an unknown quantity that relates 
the time of development of the holographic plate and 
both of the intensities of reference and object light [1]. To 
determine the unknown factor b we apply the background 
fringe technique. 
We performed the dual holographic interferometry 
with the double exposure method. The holographic plate 
was exposed twice by the visible laser. First, we put the 
ZnSe plate on the FIR laser path perpendicularly in the 
first interferometry system. Then the first exposure was 
performed without the object. After the first exposure, 
the ZnSe plate was tilted to vary the FIR optical path 
length. This operation made the background fringe on 
the reconstructed image for the reference. The variation 
of the optical path length was obtained by the tilted an-
gle and the known refractive index of ZnSe. Then we 
set the measured object on the FIR path and performed 
the second exposure. Afterward, the holographic plate 
was developed. As a result, two interference patterns of 
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visible light were recorded on the holographic plate. The 
reconstructed image from this holographic plate shows 
phase difference of these patterns. The reconstructed im-
age is shown in Fig.2. The reference background fringe 
and the fringe of the object were observed. 
We have also examined the use of the cholesteric liquid 
crystal (ChLC) which used as the FIR phase detector. 
One of the feature of ChLC is that the rotatory power de-
pends on temperature. Similar to the nitroanisole, ChLC 
acts the phase shifter caused by the FIR intensity. To 
evaluate the temperature dependency of the rotatory, we 
prepared six ChLC cells with 10j1m thickness in the same 
manner. The dependencies of these cells were different. 
However the characteristics at some evaluation points in 
each cell' agreed. Therefore, we guess that the thickness 
in each cell is uniform, but their thicknesses are different 
each other. Controlling the thickness of ChLC cells will 
become important subject for the sake of applying the 
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Fig. 1. A system of the dual holographic interferometry 
Fig. 2. Reconstruction image in the visible holography 
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Fig. 3. Transmission light intensity of ChLC 
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